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CNS: Structure and function (Microscopic architecture)
Introduction:
The brain has 2 unique gross features:
1. Flotation and encasement: The brain has no stromal collagen. This means that it has no
internal strength and so requires flotation in a fluid bath (CSF), tough surrounding
membranes (the meninges) and a rigid bony case (the skull).
2. Two fluid systems. There is the usual vascular system of artery → capillary → vein. In
addition, the CNS has cerebral spinal fluid that starts internally in the ventricular system
and then flows around the external CNS. CSF passes into the venous sinuses through the
arachnoid granulations.
The brain also has 2 unique histologic features:
1. Sequestration from the body. There is strict isolation of the CNS by the meninges, the glial
limiting membrane and the blood brain barrier. This separation from the body is both
metabolic and immunologic.
2. No traditional lymphatic system. In most organs, there is slight flow of fluid from the
capillaries into the interstitial fluid. This fluid baths the cells in nutrients and clears waste
before it is returned to the blood via the lymphatic system. In the brain, interstitial fluid
is managed through the glia-associated or “Glymphatic” system.
The Glymphatic system
-

This system is not completely understood and the discussion that follows may be
modified over time as more information is known. In the Glymphatic system, there is a
perivascular space (aka Virchow-Robbins space)around arteries and veins. This space is
formed by CSF and lies between the vessel wall and the fused foot processes of the
astrocytes that form the glial limitans. This CSF has bulk flow powered by the systolic
pulse pressure of the arteriole system.
Bulk flow versus diffusion
Bulk flow describes the movement of molecules across a barrier due to pressure.
Diffusion refers to movement due to a difference in concentration. Its underlying
principle is Brownian motion.
Movement of substances such as cytokines across the glial limitans is by the
pressure in the CSF created by the pulse pressure of the arterial system.
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-

The glial limitans strictly regulates fluid passing through the foot processes by selective
channels, the most important of which are numerous AQ4 channels for water as well as
K+, Cl- and glucose channels.
o There is local influence on the channels of the foot processes from adjacent
neurons. This allows for differential flows with different levels of neuronal
activity.

-

The artery → venous flow of interstitial fluid not only provides nutrients and oxygen to
the cells of the CNS, it also serves to clear waste products.
There are several ways that the interstitial fluid is cleared:
o The glial limitans around veins has AQ4 channels, the same as the arteries.
These allow water to enter the perivascular space around the veins. Larger
waste products pass through via pinocytosis. This connects interstitial fluid to
the larger CSF system and returns waste to the blood through the arachnoid
granulations.

-
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-

o The CSF also drains into the lymphatics of the dura (discussed further below).
Immunologically, this connects the CNS to the body’s immune system. It is not
clear how much fluid drains through the dura.
o CSF flows down the space around the olfactory nerve, through the cribriform
plate and then into the mucosal interstitial space. From there it flows into the
lymphatics of the ethmoid sinus mucosa and onto deep cervical lymph nodes.
The pathway drains as much as 30% of the CSF.
Impaired drainage of CNS interstitial fluid has been implicated in age-related changes
of the brain and Alzheimer disease. In the latter, buildup of β-amyloid (Aβ) leads to
formation of plaques and neurotoxicity.

The blood brain barrier (BBB)
-

-

-
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The traditional view of the BBB is that it is an impermeable barrier between the
vascular space and the brain, created by tight junctions between the cerebral
endothelial cells, together with their polarized channels.
This model is giving way to the idea of a “neurovascular unit” (NVU), in which
endothelial cells are regulated by pericytes and astrocytes, which themselves interact
with other CNS cells such as neurons and microglial cells. This NVU is heterogeneous in
different parts of the brain.
In large vessels like arteries, the BBB consists of multiple endothelial cells and
basement membrane. The smallest unit, the capillary, is composed of a single
endothelial cell connected to itself, together with other cells.
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-
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At the level of the capillary, the BBB is a more complex structure composed of
endothelial cells, basement membrane, pericytes, astrocytes and other cells of the CNS.
This underlies the reason for its name change to the neurovascular unit (NVU).
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-

-

The endothelial cells of the CNS are unique in their tight regulation of the movement of
ions, molecules and cells. The endothelial cells achieve this by having tight intercellular
junctions that prevent paracellular movement, typically mediated by claudins. They
have little vesicle-mediated transcellular movement either.
There are 2 main types of transporters:
o Efflux transporters that transport intracellular lipophilic substances out into
the blood
o Nutrient transporters that bring nutrients into the brain and also serve to
move waste products out.

The BBB transporters are a major barrier to drug delivery. The efflux
transporters block lipophilic drugs. Nutrient transporters prevent access. In
Parkinson disease, L-dopa must be used, as dopamine does not cross the BBB.
L-dopa is transported on the neutral amino acid transporter. This means that
patients cannot take L-dopa within 30 minutes of eating, as the L-dopa will not
be absorbed due to competition with the amino acids of the meal.
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-

Endothelial cells are regulated by astrocytes and pericytes that induce the unique
barrier function of the endothelial cells. It appears that endothelial cells have different
properties in different regions of the brain.
The BBB is generally disrupted by CNS pathology such as inflammation and ischemia.
o Damage to the endothelial cell leads to loss of tight junctions and vasogenic
edema.
o Damage to astrocytes leads to loss of foot process transporter function and
cytotoxic edema.
Circumventricular organs:
o There are several regions in the brain in which the BBB is absent and there are
fenestrated capillaries. This allows for direct communication of the CNS with
peripheral organs.
Structure
Location
Function
Ant pituitary
Median eminence Hypothalamic releasing hormones
Post pituitary
Cavernous sinus
ADH, oxytocin
Area postrema
Medulla
Sensory: toxin → vomiting
1
OVLT
Osmoreceptors
Subfornical organ
Energy homeostasis (leptin)
Pineal gland
Circadian rhythm (melatonin)
1 Organum vasculosum lamina terminalis.
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The CNS Immune system
-

-

-

-

-

The brain is an immune-privileged area in which the CSF is separated from the blood by
the BBB of endothelial cells and the glial limitans of astrocyte foot processes.
The brain has its own resident macrophages, the microglial cells, that are produced in
the yolk sac of the embryo, migrate to the CNS during its formation, and remain in the
CNS for life.
It is becoming clear that there is an interface between the CNS and the body’s immune
system that occurs across the meninges and olfactory nerve via the Glymphatic system.
The current understanding of immune surveillance of the CNS is:
o CSF enters the brain via the Virchow-Robbins space and passes through the
glial limitans via bulk flow (i.e. it is pressure driven).
o This interstitial flow picks up waste from the brain and re-enters the CSF
through the glial limitans around veins.
o The CSF is cleared by lymphatics in the dura and drains to deep cervical lymph
nodes.
 CSF also enters lymphatics by flowing along the olfactory nerve past
the cribriform plate where it enters the interstitium of the ethmoid
mucosa. The mucosal lymphatics drain to cervical lymph nodes.
 In an olfactory pathway, CNS antigens would be comingled with
antigens from the sir in the nose.
The current understanding of the body’s immune response in the CNS is:
o The dura does not have tight junctions in its endothelium. Cytokines and other
proteins can enter the subarachnoid CSF through leakage.
o Once in the CSF, proteins can enter the brain through the glial limitans.
Dysfunction of the dura influx /efflux pathways can facilitate disease progression.
o Good examples are seen in aging and Alzheimer disease in which faulty
drainage into the CSF causes a buildup of β-amyloid (Aβ) and the formation of
plaques.
With inflammatory diseases of the brain, the endothelial junctions open and
inflammatory cells can directly enter the CNS through the vasculature.

Architecture of the cerebral cortex:
-

-

The gray matter of the cerebral cortex, aka the neocortex, is a laminar structure with 6
layers. Within these layers, the cells are in loose columns of several hundred neurons
that act as functional units.
The circuitry is complex, and the following table only gives a small selection of the
major connections.
Layer Name of layer
I
Molecular
II
Small pyramidal
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Aka
Ext granular

Main connection
Dendrites from other layers
Cortical-cortical connections
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III
IV
V
VI
-

-

Medium pyramidal
Granular
Large pyramidal
Polymorphic

Ext pyramidal
Int granular
Int pyramidal
Multiform

Input from thalamus
Output, except thalamus
Output to thalamus

The thickness of the cell layers varies according to that area’s function. The motor
cortex, with its projections to the muscles, has a thick layer V. The sensory, visual and
auditory cortices has a thick layer IV. Association cortex will have an intermediate
structure between these two.
Neuropil
o An important idea in gray matter architecture is that neuronal function
requires connection to other neurons through dendrites and axons. These
connections make up most of the histology of gray matter and appear as a
granular pink layer called neuropil by the original histologists (Gr, pilēma: felt)
o There is a decrease in the volume of the neuropil in schizophrenia, which
suggests that there is a loss of interneuronal connections in the disease,
perhaps due to a neuroinflammatory process.

Cells of the CNS
The Neuron
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-

While it is over a century since Ramon y Cajal identified the neuron and described over
one dozen variants, it still is not known how many types of neurons are found in the
human brain.

-

Over 80% of neurons in the cortex are multipolar and these serve as the model for our
understanding the cell and its function.
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1. Dendrites:
• Each pyramidal neuron in the cortex receives input from thousands of synapses
from surrounding neurons.
• The dendritic branches themselves are divided into apical, basal and proximal
zones.
• This separation allows each zone to have different properties and also allows for
time-based sequencing. These features mean that dendrites can have pattern
recognition, a key function in the brain’s ability to learn and form memories.
• Dendritic spines are the receptive contacts for the excitatory neurons in the CNS.
They are protrusions found on the dendritic shaft and have variable shape, most
commonly a thin shaft with a bulbous head. They are formed by actin
microfilaments, making them very dynamic, formed in response to development
and experience. Spine size correlates with synaptic strength.

•
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Long term, activity-based strengthening and weakening of synapses through the
dendritic spines underlies the brain’s ability to remodel in adulthood, a property
called plasticity.
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o Down syndrome individuals have normal dendritic branching and
connections at birth, which are lost over the childhood years. The loss of
dendritic remodeling and maintenance provides an explanation of the
lower mental function seen in the disease.
o Many neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer disease (see below)
and schizophrenia show a decreased number of synapses.
o Ischemic disease has an increase in dendritic spines, allowing for partial
recovery following stroke.
• The dendrite architecture does not include tau, a microtubule protein found
mostly in the axon. In Alzheimer disease, hyperphosphorylated tau can be found
in the post-synaptic regions of the dendrites. This leads to neuronal dysfunction.
Dendritic hyperphosphorylated tau forms the neurofibrillary tangles of the
“tauopathies”: Alzheimer disease and frontotemporal dementia.
2. Neuronal body (aka soma or perikaryon)
• The soma has the same activities found in any other active cell. On H&E routine
microscopy, the rough endoplasmic reticulum and free ribosomes have a
distinctive bluish color that was called the Nissl substance by the early
investigators.
• Lysosomes are found in the cell body, which means that waste products of the
dendrites and axons must be returned to the soma for clearance. The return
motor protein (i.e. retrograde) of the microtubules is dynein.
o Retrograde transport is important in 2 pathologic processes:
1. Heavy metals: Pb and Hg are transported along the axon to the
soma, where they accumulate and are toxic.
2. Neurotropic viruses: HSV, polio and rabies travel along the
retrograde transportation system to the nuclues in infection.
3. Axonal initial segment (AIS)
• The directional flow of the neuron is maintained by the AIS, which ensures that
the depolarization proceeds from the dendrites to the axonal boutons. This is
achieved through the 2 key functions of the AIS:
o Compartmentalization: the axonal compartment is separate from the
somatodendritic compartment of the neuron by the AIS filter.
o Initiation of depolarization. The AIS has a high concentration of Na+
channels that sum up the net activities from the various dendritic action
potentials until a threshold is exceeded.
• The diffusion barrier at the AIS is created by a scaffolding of the cytoskeleton.
o Ankyrin is the master regulator that anchors the numerous Na+ channels
and connects these to the spectrin – actin – microtubular lattice (see
image).
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•
•
•
•

The AIS varies between different types and locations of neurons. The AIS is
plastic and changes with changes in activity.
Action potential initiation depends on the high density of the Na+ channels.
Mutations in the ion channels are associated with epilepsy.
Mutations in the cytoskeletal proteins of the AIS have been linked with other
neurologic diseases, particularly ankyrin with bipolar disorder.
Most local anesthetics bind to the voltage-gated Na+ channels of the IAS to block
action potential initiation.

4. Nodes of Ranvier
• The nodes have much the same structure as the AIS, with a concentration of Na+
channels in the naked nodal region, regulated by ankyrin and anchored to actin
rings and microtubules through spectrin.
• Myelin sheaths prevent depolarization in the insulated regions, allowing for a
rapid progression of the action potential along the axon. Flow into the nodal
areas causes opening of the Na+ channels, regenerating the action potential. This
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gives the electrical appearance of the action potential “jumping” from node to
node, called saltatory conduction.
• Ganglioside GM1 anchors structures in the outer membrane of the node of
Ranvier. In the peripheral nerves, these are the target of antibodies, causing the
ascending paralysis of Guillain-Barre syndrome.
• Multiple sclerosis targets proteins like myelin basic protein in the myelin
sheaths. The loss of the sheaths leads to the loss of saltatory conduction and
neurologic impairment.
5. Synapses
• Communication from one neuron to another is unidirectional from the
presynaptic cell to a post-synaptic cell across the synaptic cleft.
• The action potential opens voltage-gated Ca+2 channels triggering release of
neurotransmitter vesicles carried down to the axon terminal (bouton) on
microtubules. Vesicles release into the synaptic cleft by exocytosis.
• The post-synaptic membrane in the CNS has either channels or receptors for the
various neurotransmitters.
o The commonest excitatory substance, the amino acid glutamate, causes
the opening of Na+ channels, initiating a depolarization wave.
o The commonest inhibitory substance, the amino acid GABA, opens anion
channels like Cl-, which makes the membrane potential more negative
and resistant to depolarization.
• The structure, function and regulation of neurotransmission is a large subject,
discussed in detail in Pharmacology.
Glial Cells
The CNS lacks connective tissue and collagen and support for the neurons
is supplied by glial cells. As noted above, the space between the neurons
is composed of the cellular processes of these glial cells and is called the
neuropil. There are 4 key glial cells of the CNS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Astrocytes
Oligodendrocytes
Microglial cells
Ependymal cells

Astrocytes
-
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The astrocyte has several essential functions in the CNS:
o Ion and water balance
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o Maintenance of the blood brain barrier (BBB) through regulation of the
endothelial cells
o Formation of the glial limitans
 Connection with the pia mater is the glial limitans external
 As the second layer (after the BBB) of the perivascular space around
intracerebral arteries and veins, it is called the glial limitans interna
 The glial limitans regulates the flow of the interstitial fluid that
provides nutrients and clears waste products
 The glial limitans is also an immunologic barrier
o Support and regulation of neurons
o Support and regulation of signal transmission including axon myelination,
nodes of Ranvier and synapses
o Repair of injury, called gliosis
Astrocytes connect to each other through gap junctions, forming a cerebral syncytium.
Astrocytes have many different morphologies and so must be recognized by markers.
Most important is the intermediate filament glial fibrillary acid protein (GFAP).
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Oligodendrocytes
-

Oligodendrocytes are the myelinating cells of the CNS.
o Myelin is necessary for saltatory conduction (see Nodes of Ranvier, above)

-

Oligodendrocytes perform a similar function to Schwann cells, although the 2 cells have
meaningful differences.
Site
Myelination
Neurons
Embryology
Pathology
Target Ag

Oligodendrocyte
CNS
Cytoplasmic processes wrap axons
Up to 60 neurons /oligodendrocyte
Neuroectoderm
Multiple sclerosis
Myelin basic protein and others

Schwann cell
PNS
Entire cell wraps the axon
Multiple Schwann cells / neuron
Neural crest
Guillain-Barre syndrome
Gangliosides (GM1)

Microglial cells
-
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Microglial cells are the resident macrophages of the CNS and act as the antigen
presenting cells.
They form in the yolk sac and populate the brain during early embryology. They renew
themselves, without repopulation from the blood.
They not only have phagocytic functions and initiate inflammation, but also interact
with other cells of the CNS in normal tissue, in a poorly understood, complex manner.
o Microglial cells are intimately involved in repair
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-

In inflammation. T-cells can cross the BBB, where they are presented antigens by the
microglial cells

Ependymal cells
-
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Ependymal cells line the ventricle and central canal of the spinal cord where they serve
a function similar to epithelial cells in the body.
o They have apical junction complexes
o They may have cilia to help with flow of CSF
o One difference from epithelial cells is that they do not anchor in the basement
membrane but instead extend cytoplasmic branches into the underlying
neuropil.
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CNS: Structure and function (Microscopic architecture)
Do You Know It?
1. How does the body create and clear interstitial fluid when there is no lymphatic system?

2. What is the blood brain barrier (BBB) and how does its structure differ between arteries
and capillaries?

3. What are the circumventricular organs? Name four.

4. How is immune surveillance achieved in the CNS? How do immune-related proteins get
into the CNS?

5. Name these 5 parts of the neuron and their structure and function:
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6. What are the 4 key glial cells of the CNS? Describe the function of each.
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